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REAL ZEROS OF DERIVATIVES
OF MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS AND SOLUTIONS
OF SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

BY

SIMON HELLERSTEIN,1 LI-CHIEN SHEN AND JACK WILLIAMSON

ABSTRACT. We classify all functions F meromorphic in the plane with only

real zeros and real poles which satisfy the additional conditions that F' has

no zeros and F" only real zeros. We apply this classification, in combination

with some earlier results, to the study of the reality of zeros of solutions of the

equation w" + H(z)w = 0, H entire.

Introduction and statement of the main results. In a series of papers [3,

4, 6] the authors recently settled an old conjecture of Pólya by characterizing those

entire functions / for which /, /' and /" have only real zeros. These results may

be summarized by

THEOREM A. Suppose that f is entire and /, /', /" have only real zeros. Then

f is either a Laguerre-Pólya function, i.e., has the form

(0.1) f(z) = Azme-az2+bzII(I - z/zn)ez,z",

where A is a constant, a>0,b and the zn are real, and £) z~2 < oo, or f has one

of the forms

(0.2) f(z) = AeBz,

(0.3) f(z) = A(elcz - eid),

(0.4) f(z) = Aexp(el(cz+d>),

(0.5) f(z) = Aexp{K[i(cz + d) - ei{cz+d)}},

where A, B, K, c and d are constants, Ac ^ 0, B nonreal, K, c and d real, — oo <

K < -1/4.

Observe that the functions given by (0.1) are (constant multiples of) real entire

functions, while those of the form (0.2)-(0.5) are strictly nonreal entire functions

(/ is real if z real implies f(z) real, while / is strictly nonreal if it is not a constant

multiple of a real function).

In [6] we also characterized the strictly nonreal meromorphic functions F having

only real poles (and at least one) for which F, F' and F" have only real zeros. We

showed the following theorem.
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THEOREM B. Suppose that F is strictly nonreal, meromorphic, not entire, with

only real poles. If F, F' and F" have only real zeros, then

(0.6) F(z) = Ae-i{cz+V / sin(cz + d)

or

(0.7) F(z) = Aexp[-2i{cz + d) - 2e2l(-cz+^}/sin2(cz + d),

where A, c and d are constants, Ac ^ 0, c and d real.

We have been unable to classify all real meromorphic F with real poles, for which

F, F' and F" have only real zeros. Although this seems to us to be a very hard

problem, our attempts have led us to

CONJECTURE 1. Let F be real, transcendental, meromorphic, not entire, with

only real simple poles. If F, F' and F" have only real zeros, then

(0.8) F(z) = A tan(az + b) + B

or

(0.9) F(z) = A[ta.n(az + b)-Cz-D],

where A, a, b, C and D are real constants, AaC ^ 0, C and D suitably restricted.

Indeed, the conjecture is true in the special case where F is the reciprocal of a

real entire function having only real zeros and at least one. Results of Hellerstein

and Williamson [5] and Rossi [12] give

THEOREM C. Let f be real entire with only real zeros and at least one. If

F — I/f and F',F" have only real zeros, then F(z) = (Az + B)~n; A and B real

constants, i/0,no positive integer.

Before stating our main result, we remark that settling Conjecture 1 would not

only provide a desired characterization of one class of meromorphic functions, but

it would also shed some interesting light on Pólya's "final set" theorem for this

class of functions. This elegant theorem [11] describes in a simple geometrical way

the set of accumulation points of all zeros of all of the functions F, F', F",... (i.e.

the final set of F) solely in terms of the location of the poles of F. In the case that

F has only real poles, and at least two that are distinct, the final set of F consists

of the perpendicular bisectors of the segments joining consecutive (distinct) poles

of F. If, in fact, the only transcendental F having only real simple poles for which

F, F' and F" have only real zeros are those F of the form (0.6)-(0.9) then, since

(as is easily seen) F'" has nonreal zeros, the nonreal zeros of F^ for such F (whose

existence for large n follows from Pólya's result) already make their appearance no

later than n = 3.

Real meromorphic functions F of the form (0.8) are such that F has only real

zeros and real poles, F' has no zeros and F" has only real zeros. Our main result

says that these are the only such transcendental F.

THEOREM l. Let F be a real meromorphic function with only real zeros and

real poles (and at least one of each). If F' has no zeros and F" has only real zeros,

then F has one of the forms

(0.10) F(z) = A tan(az + b) + B,
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(0.11) F{z) = (az + b)/(cz + d),

(0.12) F(z) = A((az + b)2 - I)/(az + b)2,

where A, B, a, b, c and d are real constants, acA ^ 0, and where, in (0.11), ad —be ̂

0.

§§2, 3 and 4 are devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.

For meromorphic functions F of finite order with real zeros and poles, but no

multiple poles, we do not require any hypothesis on the zeros of F". In this case

we have

THEOREM 2. Let F be meromorphic of finite order, not entire, with only real

zeros and poles. Suppose, in addition, that all the poles of F are simple and that F'

has no zeros. Then, if F is real, it is of the form (0.10) or (0.11). If F is strictly

nonreal, it is of the form (0.6).

We shall prove Theorem 2 in §5.

Applications to differential equations. We will be concerned with the question of

the existence of solutions which have only real zeros for the equation

(0.13) w" + H(z)w = 0,        H entire.2

If H is constant then (0.13) does have linearly independent solutions which are

free of nonreal zeros. However, as we shall show in Theorem 3, if H is a nonconstant

polynomial, then such a pair of solutions cannot exist. As a consequence, we may

conclude that if p and q are polynomials, then the equation y" +p(z)y' + q(z)y = 0

cannot have two linearly independent solutions with only real zeros (provided 2p' +

p2 — 4g is nonconstant)—since the transformation y = wex.o( — \ j p) transforms

this latter equation into an equation of the form (0.13).

As we shall see below, there are many instances where H is transcendental entire

and (0.13) has two linearly independent solutions with only real zeros. If we require,

in addition, that the derivative of one of these solutions has only real zeros, then

(Theorem 4) H must have a special form.

On the other hand, by virtue of Theorem A, if H itself has only real zeros then

(Theorem 6) (0.13) cannot have any solution which along with its first derivative

has only real zeros, unless H is one of four forms. Two of these are classical

and may be normalized to H(z) = z for which (0.13) is Airy's equation, and

H(z) — n+l/2-z2/4. (n a nonnegative integer) in which case (0.13) is the Hermite-

Weber equation. The other two forms of H are both transcendental and strictly

nonreal. We shall amplify these remarks following the statement of Theorem 6 and

in our discussion of Theorem 7.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that H is a polynomial and that wx and w2 are linearly

independent solutions o/(0.13) which have only real zeros. Then H is constant.

The condition that H be a polynomial is necessary. To see this choose an ar-

bitrary nonconstant entire function h and let H = h" — h'2 — exp(4/i). Then

w\ = exp[—h + f exp(2h)} and w2 = exp[—h — /exp(2/i)] are solutions of (0.13).

2The convergence exponent of zeros of solutions of (0.13) has recently been studied by S. Bank

and I. Laine, On the oscillation theory of f" + Af = 0 where A is entire, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.

273 (1982), 357-363.
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For transcendental H we have

THEOREM 4. Suppose that H is a transcendental entire function and that W\

andw2 are linearly independent solutions of (0.13). Ifwi,w'x andw2 have only real

zeros, then

(0.14) H(z) = ¿cV(c2+d) cos(c2 + d),

(0.15) wx(z) = Aexp{-±[i(cz + d) + e^cz+d^}}

and

(0.16) w2(z) = Aexp{-ï[i(cz + d)-ei(cz+d)]};

A t¿ 0, c 7¿ 0 and d constants, with c and d real.

As a consequence of Theorems 3 and 4 we have the

COROLLARY. Suppose that H is a real nonconstant entire function. If ui\ and

w2 are linearly independent solutions of (0.13) and both wi and w'x have only real

zeros, then w2 has nonreal zeros.

If H is real, nonconstant and entire then (0.13) may have a strictly nonreal

solution with only real zeros only if H has a particular form. This is the content of

THEOREM 5. Let H be a real nonconstant entire function. Suppose that (0.13)

has a strictly nonreal solution w with only real zeros.  Then

(0.17) H(z) = c2e"4s^ - s"(z) - {s'(z))2

and

(0.18) w(z) = exp s(z) + ci f e-29{z) dz

where s is real entire and c ^ 0 is a real constant.

It is readily verified that every function of the form (0.18) is a solution of (0.13)

with H given by (0.17).

Returning to the statement of Theorem 4 we note from (0.14) and (0.15) that H

as well as wi and w'x have only real zeros. Since Wi is a solution of (0.13) with H

given by (0.14), w" also has only real zeros. Since wx is of the form (0.15), wx is in

the class given by (0.5), so that this result is consistent with Theorem A. Indeed,

if we assume in (0.13) that H is a nonconstant entire function with only real zeros

and that if is a solution which along with w' has only real zeros, then w is of the

form (0.1), (0.4) or (0.5). Clearly, not every function of the form (0.1) can satisfy

(0.13) with H entire. In fact, we have

THEOREM 6. Suppose that H is entire, nonconstant, and has only real zeros.

If (0.13) has a solution w such that both w and w' have only real zeros, then H

takes one of the following four forms:

(0.19) H(z) = 8c2e3î("+d) cos(cz + d),

(0.20) H(z) = Kc2e2l{cz+d)[I - Ksin2(cz + d)},

(0.21) H{z) = (c2/4)[2(2n + i) - (cz + d)2},
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(0.22) H(z) = cz + d,

where c ^ 0 and d are real constants, K > 1 is constant, and n is a nonnegative

integer.

If H is of the form (0.19) then w is given by (0.4) with 2c and 2d in place of c

and d. In the case of (0.20) we have w of the form (0.5), with 2c and 2d in place

of c and d, and with K replaced by —\K. When H is of the form (0.21), equation

(0.13) is that of Hermite and Weber, and w = AHn(cz + d) expiez + d)2], where

Hn is the Hermite polynomial of degree n. With H as in (0.22) equation (0.13) is

Airy's equation and w is a constant multiple of the Airy function Ai(cz + d). (It is

well known that Hn has only real zeros. For the reality of the zeros of Ai we refer

the reader to [10, pp. 413-415].)

A conjecture of A. Wiman (circa 1915) asserts that if w is real entire with only

real zeros and both w and w" have only real zeros, then w is in the Laguerre-Pólya

class (0.1)—with no hypothesis on w'. Wiman's conjecture remains unresolved even

for functions of the form w(z) = exp(Q(z)), Q a real polynomial. Equivalently, it

remains to be proved that if P is a real polynomial and P' + P2 has only real zeros,

then P(z) — —az + b,a>0.

Our belief in the truth of Wiman's conjecture is our basis for the following

CONJECTURE 2. If H is real entire, nonconstant, with only real zeros and not

of the form (0.21) or (0.22), then every solution o/(0.13) has nonreal zeros.

If the order A of H satisfies 1 < A < co, or more generally if T(r, H) ^ 0(r log r),

where T(r,H) is the Nevanlinna characteristic of H, then Conjecture 2 may be

affirmed, as we shall see, by applying the following result of Levin and Ostrovskii

[9, p. 325], which disposed of the "large" infinite order case for the Pólya problem

mentioned at the beginning of our introduction.

THEOREM D. Let f be a real entire function with only real zeros. If the zeros

of f" form an A-set, then

(0.23) log T(r,/) = 0(r log r)        (r-> oo).

We remind the reader that a sequence {an} of complex numbers is an A-set if

(0.24) Yl IMOl<°°-
a„^0

More recently, Shen [13] showed how to exploit the methods of Levin and Os-

trovskii to remove the condition of reality both on / and on its zeros. He proved

THEOREM E. Suppose that f is entire. If the zeros of ff" form an A-set, then

(0.23) holds.

Thus, as we shall prove in §6, an easy consequence of Theorem E is the following

stronger version of Conjecture 2 when the order of H exceeds one.

THEOREM 7.   Let H be an entire function whose zeros form an A-set. If

(0.25) hm TÍ^JÜ = oo,
r—>oo  rlogr

then the sequence of zeros of any solution o/(0.13) is not an A-set.
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In particular, every solution of (0.13) has infinitely many nonreal zeros.

It remains, therefore, to investigate Conjecture 2 only for polynomial H and

transcendental H of order at most one.

We close this section by recalling our earlier remark that Theorem 3 is equally

true for solutions of the equation y" + p(z)y' + q(z)y — 0, with p and q polynomials

provided 2p' + p2 - 4ç is nonconstant. Theorems 4 and 6, on the other hand, may

fail to generalize to the equation y" + H\(z)y' + H2(z)y = 0, Hx and H2 entire,

since the transformation y = wexp(-^Hi) need not preserve the reality of the

zeros of derivatives. Use of this transformation does give an analogue of Theorem

5 for the more general second order equation.

1. Preliminary lemmas. Our proofs depend upon several lemmas concerning

entire functions with real zeros and properties of holomorphic maps of the upper

half-plane into itself.

Suppose that {ak} and {bk} are sequences of real numbers having the "interlac-

ing" property

(1.1) Ofe < bk < ak+i        (—oo < a < k < w < +oo, k finite)

and are indexed so that

(1.2) 6_i<0<oi.

Now set

z-bo T-T 1 - z/bk-b0 j-r 1_

-a«, Ml
if W = +00,

°0 uJr, 1 ~ Zlak
(1.3) Mz) = ( k*? 1       ,,

(z - a0)(au - z) fcJJu 1 - z/ak

Then we have [8, pp. 308-309].

LEMMA 1.   Ifip(z) is of the form (1.3) and L(z) has one of the forms

I^-ba^bu - z,(z-ba,)(bM - z)        (<v < a^a^ < 6W),

then

(1.4) *i(z) = *{*)L{*)

maps the upper half-plane into itself.

Now suppose / is a constant multiple of a real entire function with at least one

zero. Denote by {afc} its distinct zeros and enumerate them as follows:

• • • < dfc-i < at < a.fc+i < • • •        (—oo < a < k <(jj < +00,fc finite).

According to Rolle's theorem, /' has at least one zero in each interval (ak,ak+i);

choose one and denote it by bk, so that (1.1) is true. Reindexing if necessary, we

can assume that (1.2) also holds.

It is clear that the logarithmic derivative of / may be written in the form

(1.5) (f'/f)(z) = J>(zMz),3

where (f>(z) is a real entire function and ip(z) is of the form (1.3). In fact, we have

3If / has only one zero, set i¡¡(z) = (an — z)_1.
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LEMMA 2. f is of finite order if and only if<j> is a polynomial. In particular, f

is a Laguerre-Pólya function if <f> is linear.

The proof of this lemma is a consequence of the proofs of Lemma 3 of [4] and

Lemmas 2 and 8 of [3].

Our next lemma is a technical one whose proof is by standard growth arguments

(cf. [3, Lemma 4]).

LEMMA 3. Let U(z) be a canonical product of genus p with only real zeros, let

e > 0, and let

(1.6) V = {z = reie: r > 0 and e < \0\ < it - e).

Then

(1.7) | (n'/n)(2)| = o(rp)        (|«|=r-oo, z e D).

The following lemmas follow directly from Hadamard's factorization theorem.

LEMMA 4. Let g(z) be an entire function of genus o > 2 with only real zeros.

Let M — [a/2], e = n/2(cr +1), N be any positive integer, and let V be as in (1.6).

Then there are at least M rays re1^1,..., rel^M (0 < r < 00) in V such that for

k = I,...,M

(1.8) \g(rei^)\=o(r-N)       (r - 00).

LEMMA 5. Let g be a real entire function with only real zeros of genus 0 or 1.

Suppose g has at least N zeros. Then there exists a constant c > 0, such that

(1.9) \g(iy)\ > c\y\N       (-oo<y< 00).

Logarithmic differentiation of the Hadamard representation and usual growth

estimates may be used to derive our final preliminary lemma.

LEMMA 6.   Let g be real entire of genus 0 or 1 with only real zeros. Then

(1.10) Kff7ff)'(*y)H0    os|y|->oo.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We present the proof of this theorem in 3 stages in

§§2, 3 and 4.

In what follows we shall assume that F is a (constant multiple of a) real mero-

morphic function satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1. We shall also assume

familiarity with the definitions and basic properties of Nevanlinna's functionals,

T(r,F) and m(r,F), as well as with those of the less familiar Tsuji characteris-

tic T0(r,F) (cf. e.g. [9]). As usual we will denote by A = X(G) the order of a

meromorphic function G, X — lim^oo (log T(r,G)/ log r).

2. The first reduction.

LEMMA 7. F'/F = I/g, where g is an entire function of order at most one with

only real zeros (and at least two of them).

PROOF. Since F' has no zeros, F/F' is real entire; hence we can write

(2.1) F/F' = g.

Note that the zeros of o correspond to the zeros and poles of F counted simply.

Since F has only real zeros and poles and at least one of each, g has only real zeros
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and at least two of them. Further, since the zeros of FF" are real, Lemma D of [6]

implies that

(2.2) T0(r,F/F') = T0(r,g) = O(logr).

Finally, since g is an entire function, it is possible to relate To(r,g) and T(r,g) [6,

Lemma C and Proof of Lemma 1] (cf. also [9, p. 332]) so that (2.2) implies

(2.3) T(r,g) = 0(r log r).

It follows from (2.3) that X(g) < I.

LEMMA 8.  X(F) < 2.

PROOF. Let H — I/F'. H is entire with only real zeros since F' has no zeros

and only real poles. Thus the logarithmic derivative of H has the form (1.5) and

so

(2.4) -(F"/F')(z) = (H'/H)(z) = <f>(z)rp(z).

Since F" has only real zeros, (2.4) implies that d> is real entire with only real zeros.

Now (2.1) implies F' = F/g so

(2.5) F"/F' = F'/F-g'/g=l/g-g'/g.

Thus (2.4) and (2.5) yield

(2.6) W> = 9'19 - I/o-

We will now show that (2.6) implies that xp is a polynomial of degree at most one.

Applying standard estimates from the Nevanlinna theory it follows from (2.6)

that

(2.7) m(r, 0) < m(r, g'/g) + m(r, I/o) + m{r, 1/tp) + log 2.

Since g is entire of finite order, Nevanlinna's classical lemma on the logarithmic

derivative implies

(2.8) m(r,o7g) = 0(logr).

Since ip has the form (1.3), it maps the upper half-plane into itself by Lemma 1

and therefore satisfies the inequalities of Carathéodory [8, p. 18]

(2.9) cir-^sinc?] < |^(reî0)| <c2r|sinö|-1        (r > 1, 0 / 0,tt),

where ci and c2 are positive constants (depending on ip). From this it easily follows

that

(2.10) m(r,l/V>) = 0(logr).

Thus (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10) imply

(2.11) m(r, d>) < m{r, I/o) + O(logr) < T{r, g) + O(logr) = m(r, g) + O(logr)

and therefore

(2.12) X(d>) < A(o) < 1.

Since A(o) <  1 and g has only real zeros, the Hadamard factorization of g and

Lemma 3 easily imply

(2.13) \(g'/g)(zy)\=o(\y\).
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Equations (2.6), (2.9), (2.13) and Lemma 5 now imply

(2.14) \<Kiv)\ = o(\y\*).

Since 4> is real with only real zeros, (2.12), (2.14), Lemma 5 and the Hadamard

factorization of <\> imply

(2.15) (¡>(z) = eaz{bz + c),

where a, b and c are real constants. We will show that a — 0.

Suppose on the contrary that a < 0. Then, using an argument found in [4,

Lemma 3], it follows that H has at most a finite number of positive zeros. Since

H — Í/F', this implies that F' and therefore F has at most a finite number of

positive poles. Now F'/F — I/g and so the zeros of o are made up of the zeros and

poles of F (each counted simply). But the fact that F' has no zeros implies that

F has only simple zeros and that the zeros and poles of F interlace. Thus, since

F has at most a finite number of positive poles, g has at most a finite number of

positive zeros. In addition, (2.5) and the fact that F" has only real zeros imply

that o' has only real one-values. Since X(g' — 1) = X(g) < 1, o' - 1 is therefore a

Laguerre-Pólya function (i.e., has the form (0.1)). It is well known (see e.g. [14,

p. 266]) that if h is a Laguerre-Pólya function, the zeros of h^ which are not also

zeros of /i^0-1) are real and separate those of ri^-1', k — 1,2,... (h^ = h). Since

g has at most finitely many positive zeros the same is true of g" = (g' — I)' and

therefore of g' — I. It now follows from a result of Edrei [1, Corollary, p. 277] that

M°) ^ §• But then (2.11) implies that A(<ji>) < ¿, which clearly contradicts (2.15)

and the assumption that a < 0. Since a similar argument shows that a > 0 also

leads to a contradiction, we conclude that a — 0.  It then follows from (2.4) and

(2.15) (with a = 0) that

(2.16) (H'/H)(z) = (bz + c)^(z).

Lemma 2 then implies that H is a Laguerre-Pólya function; consequently, X(H) < 2.

Since F' = I/H, it follows that

(2.17) X(F) = X{F') = X(H) < 2.

This completes the proof of Lemma 8.

3. The second reduction. As mentioned above, the fact that F' has no zeros

implies that F has only simple zeros and that the zeros and poles of F separate

each other. This in turn implies that we can write

(3.1) F(z) = ^x(z)/G(z),

where ipi(z) is a function of the form (1.4) and G(z) is a (constant multiple of a)

real entire function whose zeros are the multiple poles of F. By Lemma 1, ipi maps

the upper half-plane to itself and so satisfies the inequalities of Carathéodory (2.9).

Thus (3.1) implies

(3.2) m(r,G) <m(r,I/F) + m{r,xpx) < T{r,F) + O(logr).

It now follows from Lemma 8 and (3.2) that X(G) < 2. In fact, we have
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LEMMA 9.  G is a constant unless F is of the form (0.12).

PROOF. On the one hand, by Lemma 7, F'/F = I/g, where g is a real entire

function of order < 1 with only real zeros and at least two of them. Hence, by

Lemma 5,

(3-3) \(F'/F)(ty)\ = \I/g(ty)\ = 0(I/\y\2).

On the other hand (3.1) implies

\(F'/F)(iy)\ > \(G'/G)(iy)\ - |WM)fe)|.

We will now show that (3.3) and (3.4) are incompatible unless G is a linear poly-

nomial.

Since %l)X maps the upper half-plane to itself, an application of Schwarz 's lemma

to TiV'iTf1, where Ti and T2 are appropriate linear fractional transformations of

the upper half-plane onto the unit disk, shows that

|Vi(2)/Irn^i(*)l < l/|Imz|

so that

(3.5) l(#M)(*)l < l/|Im*|.

Since G is a (constant multiple of a) real entire function with only real zeros and

X(G) < 2, we can write

(3.6) (G'/G)(z) = P(z)ip(z),

where, by Lemma 2, P is a polynomial and ip is of the form (1.3). If G is not a

Laguerre-Pólya function, then P(z) is a polynomial of degree > 2 by Lemma 2.

Since t}) satisfies the inequalities (2.9), (3.6) then implies

(3-7) \(G'/G)(iy)\¿o(\y\).

Combining (3.4), (3.5) and (3.7) we obtain

(3-8) \(F'/F)(iy)\ ¿o(\y\),

which contradicts (3.3). Thus, G is a Laguerre-Pólya function, and so, by (0.1), we

can write

G' . ,     m .     IT, ,
— (z) = j+az + ß+— (z)

(3-9) m v-^      mk
= — +az + ß + zP2_^

z\(z - zk) '

where p = genus Tl(z) = 0 or 1 and m^ = mulitplicity of the zero Zk- If a2+ß2 > 0,

Lemma 3 and (3.9) imply

(3.10) \(G'/G)(iy)\*o(l)

which, combined with (3.4) and (3.5), again contradicts (3.3). Thus a — ß = 0 and

by (3.9),

(3.11) G'r ï
G{iy)

> Im— (iy)
nM    r       mfc      ,   m
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If G has more than one zero, then (3.11) implies

(3.12) lim
|y|-»oo

V  £-(*») >2.

Combining (3.12) with (3.5) and (3.4) we obtain

(3.13) \(F'/F)(iy)\ ¿ o(l/\y\).

Since this contradicts (3.3) we conclude that G is a linear polynomial; i.e.,

(3.14) G{z) = 1z + Ô.

To see what happens in the case 7 ^ 0, we assume without loss of generality

that 7=1 and 6 = 0, so that F has a double pole at z = 0 (recall from (3.1) that

the zeros of G are the multiple poles of F). Thus, by (3.1),

(3.15) F(z) — Aip\(z)/z,        A a constant,

and

(3.16) (F'/F)(z) = W1/41)(z)-l/z.

Denote the zeros and poles of F by {o/t} and {bk} and index them so that

(3.17) ak < bk < Ofc+i    and   60 = 0.

Equations (1.3), (1.4), (3.16) and (3.17) thus imply

F' w' I
Im — (iy) = Im -¿(iy) - Im^-

t xpx iy

-vE
[y2 + a2     y2 + b2

+

y    v1 +
-2}+</{£!+ £2}>
a0 )

where

(3.19)

and

(3.20)

Now, (3.17) implies

£i = £
fc>0 U2+6|     V2 + "l+{

fe<-i
j2 + b2     y2 + a2

(3.21) l/(y2 + 62)-l/(y2 + o2+1)>0,        A; = 0,1,

and

(3.22) l/(y2 + 62)-l/(y2 + a2)>0,

Hence (3.18)-(3.22) yield

(3.23) Im(F,/i,)(iJ/)>l/y-l/(y2+ag)>og/2i/3    for y > y0 > 0,

fc = -l,-2,....
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and so, on the one hand,

(3.24) \(F'/F)(iy)\ ¿ o(I/y3)        (y - +oo),

and, on the other hand, (3.3) and Lemma 5 imply

(3.25) \(F'/F)(iy)\ = l/\g(iy)\ = o(l/y3)       (y - +oc)

if g has more than three zeros. Since this is incompatible with (3.24), g has two or

three zeros. This implies that there are 3 possibilities:

(a) F has one zero and a (double) pole at z = 0,

(b) F has one zero and two distinct poles (one of which is a double pole at z = 0),

or

(c) F has two (distinct) zeros and a (double) pole at z = 0.

Say (b) occurs, and 6n,oi are the poles, ai the zero, and 0 = 6n < Oi < bi-

Then, it follows easily from (3.18), (3.19) and (3.21) that

(3.26) Im(F'/F)(iy) ¿ o(l/y)       (y - +oo).

But then (3.25) becomes

(3-27) |(F'/F)(iy)| = l/|y(iy)|~C/y3

for some constant C ^ 0 since g now has three zeros. Since (3.26) and (3.27) are

incompatible, case (b) cannot occur. A similar analysis shows that (a) cannot occur

either. Thus (c) remains, and we have either

(3.28) F(z) = A(z + a)(z-b)/z2,    where a,b > 0,

or

(3.29) F(z) = Aipi(z),        A a constant.

Note that if F is of the form (3.28), F, F' and F" have only real zeros. The

requirement that F' have no zeros forces o = 6 so that either

(3.30) F(z) = A(z2-a2)/z2

or

(3.31) F(z)^Axbi(z).

Allowing z to undergo a real affine transformation, we see that (3.30) is equivalent

to (0.12). This completes the proof of Lemma 9.

4. The final reduction. We will now show that if F is of the form (3.31) then,

in fact, F must have one of the forms (0.10) or (0.11). To do this, we will use the

Schwarzian derivative {F, z} defined by

(4.1) {F,z) = (F"/F')'-\(F"/F')2.

If we use the fact that F is of finite order (Lemma 8) and apply Nevanlinna's classical

lemma on the logarithmic derivative together with some standard estimates, then

we can deduce from (4.1) that

(4.2) m(r,{i>}) = 0(logr).
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But, since F has only simple zeros and poles and F' has no zeros, {F, z} is entire.

So (4.2) implies that {F, z) is a polynomial, say

(4.3) {F,z} = 2P(z).

Now we know from Lemma 7 that F'/F = I/g, where g is an entire function with

only real zeros. This implies

(4.4)
{F,z) = -g"lg+\(g'lg)2-\(I/g2)

= -g"l9'-g'l9 + Wl9?-Wl92)-
Since A(g) < 1, it follows easily from (4.4), Lemma 3 and the Hadamard factoriza-

tion of g and g' that

(4.5) {F,z}(zy)=o(|y|2).

This implies that P(z) is of degree < 1. Thus (4.3) yields

(4.6) {F, z} — 2(az + b),        a, b real constants.

We will now show that a = 0.

To do this, we consider the differential equation associated with (4.6),

(4.7) y"(z) + (az + b)y(z) = 0.

If a t¿ 0, we can, if necessary, allow z to undergo a real affine transformation and

rewrite (4.7) as

(4.8) w"(z) - zw(z) = 0,

which is Airy's equation. It is known [15, pp. 69-70] that every nonzero solution of

(4.8) is an entire function of order |. It is also known [7, p. 375] that every nonzero

solution of (4.6) is of the form

(4.9) F = wx/w2,

where w\ and w2 are linearly independent solutions of (4.8). Moreover, the nature

of (4.8) dictates the constancy of the Wronskian of wi and w2, so that logarithmic

differentiation of (4.9) gives

F'/F = C/w\w2,        C a constant.

Since wx and u>2 are of order |, so is wxw2 and in turn also F'/F, which con-

tradicts Lemma 7. Consequently, we must have a = 0.

By (4.6) then, the Schwarzian derivative of F can be written as

(4.10) {F,z} = 2b

and, by (4.7) the associated differential equation as

(4.11) y" + fry = 0.

Since (4.11) is particularly easy to solve, we again use the relationship between

{F, z} and linearly independent solutions to (4.11) to find, after allowing z to un-

dergo a real affine transformation, that if 6 = k2 > 0, then F is either of the form

(0.10) or (0.11). If 6 < 0, we find that all solutions of (4.10) which are not entire

have infinitely many nonreal poles.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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5. Proof of Theorem 2.  Without loss of generality we assume that F(0) = 1.

We first consider the case of F real. Since F is real with only real zeros and

poles, all poles simple, and F' has no zeros it follows that the zeros of F are also

simple and interlace the poles of F. Since F is of finite order we may express F by

(5.1) F(z) = eQ^i>(z),

where Q is a real polynomial and xb is of the form (1.3). Logarithmic differentiation

gives

(5.2) F'/F = Q' + ib'/rb = l/g,

where g is real entire of finite order with only real zeros.

In view of Lemma 4 and (3.5) with xb in place of xbx, it follows that (5.2) can

hold only if Q' = 0 and g is of genus 0 or 1. Then it follows that F = Axb, A a

constant. This is precisely the form of F treated in §4. Since g has genus 0 or

1, we may repeat the argument of §4 to show that F — w\/w2, where w\ and w2

are solutions in the Laguerre-Pólya class of equation (4.7). The constancy of the

Wronskian of w\ and w2 leads to F" = cw'2/w2, c a constant. Since w'2 is also a

Laguerre-Pólya function, F" has only real zeros. Applying Theorem 1 we conclude

that F is either of the form (0.10) or (0.11).

We assume now that F is not a constant multiple of a real function. We write

(5.3) F = ePi+iftn1/n2,

where Pi and P2 are real polynomials, P2 nonconstant, and Hi as well as U2 are

canonical products of finite genus with only real zeros. Since F' is zero free,

(5.4) F'/F = iP'2 + P{ + II'X /IJX - n'2/U2 = e^/g,

where g is real entire of finite order with only real zeros and Q is a real polynomial.

Equating imaginary parts in (5.4) on the real axis we deduce tin r. for all z,

(5.5) P^z) = (smQ(z))/g(z).

From (5.5) we see that all but finitely many of the zeros of sin Q(z) must be zeros

of g. Since g has only real zeros, we must have Q linear, say

(5.6) Q(z) = az + ß       (a, ß real).

From (5.4)-(5.6) we obtain

(5.7) (F'/F)(z) = e^+Vp^/si^az + ß).

Recalling our assumption that F has only simple poles and that F' has no zeros,

a simple residue consideration shows that either P2 is constant or a = 0. Since F

has zeros as well as poles, û/0. So P2 — K, a real constant, and we infer from

(5.7) that

(5.8) (F'/F)(z) = Kel(az+0î/sin(cxz + ß).

Integrating, we find that

(5.9) F(z) = AelKz sinK/a(az + ß).

In order that F be meromorphic with at least one pole, and all poles simple, we

must have K = -a. This completes our proof.
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6. Proofs of Theorems 3-7.

Theorem 3. We note first from the form of (0.13) that the Wronskian of w\ and

w2 is constant. We suppose now that w2 also has only real zeros. Set

(6.1) F = w2/w1.

Since Wi is a nonzero solution of (0.13) its zeros (if any) are simple, so that F is

meromorphic with real zeros and real simple poles. Differentiating (6.1) and using

the constancy of the Wronskian gives

(6.2) F' = C/w\,        C a constant,

along with the fact that F' has no zeros. Since H is a nonconstant polynomial, wx

is entire of finite order at least |. The same is true therefore for the order of F'',

and thus for F. Because an entire function of finite order greater than one and its

derivative cannot both be zero free, it follows from (6.1) and (6.2) that either wx

or iv2 has a zero. We assume that w\ has a zero. (Otherwise, we interchange w\

and w2 in (6.1) and (6.2).) Then F satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, and we

have a contradiction, since the order of F exceeds 1.

Theorem 4. Suppose that wx,w'x and w2 all have only real zeros. As in the proof

of Theorem 3 we again define F by (6.1) and observe that (6.2) holds. Differenti-

ating (6.2) gives

(6.3) F" = -2Cw'x/w\.

From (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) and our assumptions on wx, w'x and w2, we deduce that

F is meromorphic with real zeros and real simple poles, that F' has no zeros, and

that F" has only real zeros. Having assumed that H is transcendental and that

w\ is a solution of (0.13), standard growth properties imply that wi has infinite

order and, because of (6.2), that F is of infinite order. Suppose first that F is

a constant multiple of a real function. If wx and w2 each have a zero then F

satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and since the order of F is infinite we have

a contradiction. If wx has no zeros then F is real entire (up to a constant factor)

and F, F' and F" have no nonreal zeros. For F of infinite order this is impossible

by Theorem A. Assume now that wx has a zero but w2 has no zeros. Again F, F'

and F" have only real zeros. Since F is a constant multiple of the reciprocal of a

real transcendental entire function, this too is impossible, by virtue of Theorem C.

We are left with the possibility that F is a strictly nonreal meromorphic function

of infinite order which has only real zeros and real (simple) poles, if any, with F'

having no zeros and F" only real zeros. From Theorems A and B we see that F

can only be of the form

(6.4) F(z) = Kexp(et{cz+d)),

K ^ 0, c ^ 0 and d constants, with c and d real. From (6.2) and (6.4) we derive

(6.5) wx=Aexp  -\(cz + d) - \e~l(cz+d)   ,        A ¿ 0 constant.

We now combine (6.1), (6.4) and (6.5) to find w2. To determine the form of H

we substitute W\ from (6.5) into (0.13).

Theorem 5. Let w be a strictly nonreal solution of (0.13) with only real zeros.

Then

(6.6) w = eigh,
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where g and h are real entire with g nonconstant and h ^ 0. Since H is real entire,

(6.7) w = e~igh

is also a solution of (0.13). Using the constancy of the Wronskian of w and w we

find that

(6.8) g'h2 = c,        c a real constant.

Having assumed that g is nonconstant we have g' ^ 0. In addition h must be

zero-free; otherwise by (6.8) we would have h — 0, which is impossible since id/0.

Thus

(6.9) h = es,        s real entire,

and in view of (6.8)

(6.10) g = c/e-25.

From (6.6), (6.9) and (6.10) we obtain (0.18). Then (0.17) follows from (0.18) and

(0.13).
Theorem 6. As we remarked in the introduction, our hypothesis implies that w

is entire of order at least | and w,w', as well as w" have only real zeros. Invoking

theorem A, we must have xv of the form (0.1), (0.4) or (0.5). It is easily verified that

a solution to (0.13) of the form (0.4) corresponds to H of the form (0.19), and that

a solution of the form (0.5) leads to H of the form (0.20). It remains to determine

the nonconstant entire H for which (0.13) has a solution in the Laguerre-Pólya

class, i.e. of the form (0.1).

We recall that growth properties of solutions of (0.13) dictate [15, pp. 69-70]

that we may have a solution of Laguerre-Pólya type only if H is a linear or quadratic

polynomial. In the former case we obtain (0.22). We consider the quadratic case.

Let

(6.11) H(z) — az2 + ßz + 7,        a ^ 0, ß, 7 real constants,

in (0.13). Assume that w is a solution of the form (0.1). Then

(6.12) -H = w"/xv = (w'/w)'+ (xv'/w)2.

Put

(6.13) xv = e~az\(z),

where a > 0 and g is real entire of genus 0 or 1 with only real zeros. From (6.11),

(6.12), (6.13) and Lemmas 3 and 6, we deduce upon setting z = iy that

(6.14) —ay2+ßiy + "l = ia2y2+o(y2)    as |y| —» 00

so that

(6.15) a = -4a2    and   a > 0;

since a^0 and a > 0. We observe next that elementary considerations imply that

if H is given by (6.11) with a < 0 then every nonconstant solution of (0.13) has only
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finitely many real zeros.  Since w has only real zeros, g in (6.13) is a polynomial,

say P. We rewrite (6.13) as

(6.16) w(z) = P(z)e-a*2+bz,        a > 0, 6 real, P ¿ 0.

Without loss of generality, a real affine transformation permits us to consider,

instead of (6.16), a solution to (0.13) of the form

(6.17) w(z) = P(z)e-z2/4,        P ¿ 0 a polynomial,

and, with possibly other values of ß and 7, (6.11) becomes

(6.18) H(z) = -\z2 + ßz + ~i,        ß and 7 real.

Substituting from (6.17) and (6.18) into (0.13) gives

(6.19) ßzP - zP' + (7 - 1/2)P + P" = 0.

Set
n

(6.20) P(z) = J2 ckzk,        n > 0 and cn ¿ 0.
k=0

Replace P in (6.19) by (6.20) and equate the coefficients of zn+1 and zn to 0. We

obtain, since cn jt 0,

(6.21) ß = 0   and   1 = n+\.

From (6.11), (6.15) and (6.21) we arrive at

(6.22) H(z) = -\z2 + n + ¿,        n > 0 an integer.

It is well known that for (6.17) to be a solution of (0.13) with H given by (6.22),

we must have

(6.23) P(z) = AHn(z),

where Hn is the Hermite polynomial of degree n.

With H in (0.13) given by (6.22) our conclusion follows upon using the trans-

formation z —* cz + d.

Theorem 7. We show first that if w is a nonzero solution of (0.13) with H

satisfying (0.25), then

(6.24) ffii l0gT(r'W) = 00.
r—>oo     rlogr

Suppose (6.24) is false. Then there exists K < 00 such that

(6.25) log T(r, w) < Kr log r       (r > 2).

Since w is a solution of (0.13), we have

w"     xv" xv'
6.26 -H= — = ——.

v xv       w' w

Since H is entire, the relation (6.26) together with standard inequalities of Nevan-

linna's theory, including particularly his important inequality for the logarithmic
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derivative [2, p. 36], show that for suitable constants G and G' and r > rn,

T(r, H) = m(r, H) < m(r, w"/w') + m(r, w'/w)

< G[log m(2r, xv') + log m(2r, w) + log r]

< G [log m(2r, w'/w) + 2 log m(2r, w) + log r]

< G'[logra(4r, w) + logr].

Noting that m(4r,w) = T(4r, w) and combining (6.27) with (6.25) we obtain a

contradiction of (0.25). Thus (6.24) must hold.

To complete the proof of Theorem 7 we observe next that if the zeros of both

H and w form an A-set then so do the zeros of Hw. It follows that if the zeros of

H form an A-set and w is a solution of (0.13) whose zeros form an A-set, then the

same is true for the zeros of w". From Theorem E we know that this cannot occur

if (6.24) holds. Since (6.24) is a consequence of (0.13) and (0.25) our theorem is

proved.
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